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Background: The poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) inhibitor rucaparib was
approved in the United States based on the phase 2 TRITON2 study of patients with
BRCA1 or BRCA2 (BRCA)–mutated metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer
(mCRPC). Although genomic screening is recommended as part of a comprehensive
assessment of prostate cancer prognosis and treatment options, the best way to select
patients with mCRPC for treatment with a PARP inhibitor depends on individual clinical
circumstances. For example, assessment of tumor tissue may not always be feasible.
Genomic testing of DNA from plasma has become more readily available, providing a
minimally invasive option to evaluate DNA from primary and metastatic lesions
simultaneously.

Case Presentation: A patient from TRITON2 with BRCA-mutated mCRPC had a response
to the PARP inhibitor rucaparib and remained on treatment for 32 weeks, which was >2 times
longer than the duration of each of his prior therapies (bicalutamide, docetaxel, abiraterone).
The patient enrolled in TRITON2 based on results of local genomic testing of an archival
biopsy that indicated the presence of a BRCA1 T1399I (allelic fraction, 19%) mutation. Local
testing also identified an ATM G1663C mutation, a TP53 P191del mutation, and a BRAF
K601E mutation. Analysis of a plasma sample obtained before the patient started rucaparib
detected the same alterations as those in the archival biopsy, but it also revealed the presence
of a BRCA2 homozygous loss (whole gene, 26 of 26 exons) and several other alterations of
unknown functional impact. We hypothesize the response of the patient’s tumor to rucaparib
was likely driven by DNA damage repair deficiency caused by homozygous loss of all BRCA2
exons. Following discontinuation from rucaparib due to clinical disease progression, the
patient received carboplatin and cabazitaxel for ≈3 weeks. The patient died due to
progression of his disease.
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Conclusions: A notable aspect of this case is the differences in alterations detected in the
archival tumor sample and a more recent plasma sample. This highlights the advantages
of plasma testing compared with tissue testing when selecting targeted therapies for
treatment of mCRPC; however, physicians must determine which tool presents the best
solution for each individual case.
Keywords: plasma, BRCA, prostate cancer, PARP inhibitor, case report, poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase
INTRODUCTION

Molecular characterization of prostate cancer has become
increasingly relevant with the identification of high-risk
hereditary factors (1–4) and development of targeted therapies
with genomic biomarkers. Among the targeted therapies
approved for patients with metastatic castration-resistant
prostate cancer (mCRPC) are the poly(ADP-ribose)
polymerase (PARP) inhibitors olaparib and rucaparib (5, 6),
which have demonstrated efficacy in patients with DNA damage
repair (DDR) defects, particularly BRCA1 or BRCA2 (BRCA)
alterations (7, 8). Such mutations are associated with adverse
clinical features and poor outcomes in patients (9). Rucaparib
was approved in the United States based on the phase 2
TRITON2 study of patients with BRCA-mutated mCRPC (5, 7).

Genomic screening for pathogenic alterations in multiple
genes, including BRCA1 and BRCA2, is recommended as part of
a comprehensive assessment of prostate cancer prognosis and
treatment options (10–13). However, the best way to select
patients with mCRPC for treatment with a PARP inhibitor
depends on a patient’s individual clinical circumstances.
Molecular assessment of tumor tissue, historically the gold
standard, may not always be feasible due to lack of tissue
samples of sufficient quality or difficulty in obtaining
contemporaneous biopsies (14). Genomic testing of cell-free
DNA (cfDNA) in plasma has advanced technically and has
become more readily available, providing a minimally invasive
option to evaluate DNA from primary and metastatic lesions
simultaneously (15). Plasma-based assays, such as FoundationOne
Liquid CDx (Foundation Medicine, Inc., Cambridge, MA), have
been approved as companion diagnostics for the selection of
patients for treatment with PARP inhibitors.

In TRITON2, patients were prospectively selected based on
alteration status from central tissue, central plasma, or local test
results (blood, tissue, and/or plasma), reflecting the real-world
landscape of clinical genomic testing in patients with mCRPC.
Here we report a case study of a patient enrolled in TRITON2
based on next-generation sequencing (NGS) of an archival biopsy
with subsequent investigation of pretreatment plasma cfDNA
that revealed additional alterations of interest which we believe to
have contributed to the patient’s clinical response to rucaparib.
CASE PRESENTATION

A 52-year-old White man presented with intermittent
constipation and back pain, with a history of a decrease in
2

lymphocyte count (documented two months prior). The
patient was a never smoker and had no family history of
cancer or other cancer risk factors. Initial computed
tomography scans revealed stage T4 prostatic adenocarcinoma
with invasion into adjacent structures, metastasis to regional
lymph nodes (stage N1), and metastases to the liver, bone, and a
distant lymph node (stage M1) (16, 17). A retroperitoneal lymph
node was biopsied to confirm histology. His prostate-specific
antigen (PSA) level was 1291ng/mL.

The patient started the antiandrogen bicalutamide (oral)
shortly after confirmed diagnosis (Figure 1A) and a
gonadotrophin-releasing hormone agonist, leuprorelin (depot
injection), was subsequently initiated to affect androgen
deprivation. The patient received treatment until PSA values
began to rise ≈15 weeks later and the patient discontinued
bicalutamide. Docetaxel (intravenous infusion; 4 cycles) plus
prednisone (oral; continuous dosing) was administered as
standard of care; prednisone was continued for 1 week after
the end of docetaxel treatment for symptom control. The patient
ultimately discontinued docetaxel/prednisone due to
radiographic disease progression and PSA progression and
immediately started on abiraterone as an androgen receptor
targeting therapy, which continued for 7 weeks until
radiographic disease progression and PSA progression. The
patient also received palliative radiation of the right femur and
acetabula around the time abiraterone was initiated.

After discontinuing abiraterone, the patient was enrolled in
the TRITON2 study based on results of local genomic testing of
an archival tissue biopsy (retroperitoneal lymph node metastasis,
90% tumor purity) obtained at initial diagnosis. Local testing
utilized the Oncomine™ Comprehensive Assay v3 (Thermo
Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA), which can detect
single-nucleotide variants, copy-number variations, gene fusions,
and insertions/deletions in 161 cancer-related genes. This local
test indicated the presence of a BRCA1 T1399I (allelic fraction
[AF], 19%) mutation (Table 1), a novel variant of uncertain
significance within a coiled-coil domain which bioinformatics
analyses predicted to have a deleterious effect on the BRCA1-
PALB2 interaction. A deleterious or probably damaging ATM
G1663C mutation, a damaging TP53 P191del mutation, and an
oncogenic, activating BRAF K601E mutation were also detected;
no gene amplifications or gene fusions were detected. TRITON2
patients provided plasma samples for central genomic analysis
prior to starting rucaparib. Analysis of the patient’s pre-
rucaparib plasma sample was conducted using the
FoundationOne Liquid CDx assay, which analyzes 324 cancer-
related genes and identifies the same classes of BRCA alterations,
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TABLE 1 | Results of molecular diagnostic assays.

Biopsy Source Gene Alteration AF (%) Predicted Effects/Pathogenicity per Oncomine Report ClinVar (18) Clinical Significance

Local genomic testing of tissuea

BRCA1 T1399I 19 Deleteriousb; Probably damagingc Not reported
ATM G1663C 34 Deleteriousb; Probably damagingc Not reported
TP53 P191del 84 Damagingd Uncertain significance
BRAF K601E 34 Oncogenic, activating mutation Pathogenic

AF (%) Functional Impact per FoundationOne ClinVar (18) Clinical Significance

TRITON2 genomic testing of plasmae

BRCA2 homozygous loss – Pathogenic –

BRCA1 T1399I 13.06 Unknown significance Not reported
ATM G1663C 26.74 Pathogenic Not reported
TP53 P191del 28.61 Pathogenic Uncertain significance
BRAF K601E 25.92 Pathogenic Pathogenic
AR amplification – Pathogenic –

ALK C987R 0.21 Unknown significance Not reported
DIS3 H734Q 20.19 Unknown significance Not reported
DOT1L T790M 53.29 Unknown significance Not reported
FLT1 P1201L 44.57 Unknown significance Likely benign
GNA13:HIVEP1 rearrangement – Unknown significance Not reported
HSD3B1 I79T 2.54 Unknown significance Not reported
IRF4 splice site 493-2_493-1ins87 37.87 Unknown significance Not reported
LYN amplification – Focal amplification –

NBN amplification – Unknown significance –

RAD21 amplification – Focal amplification –
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org
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aRetroperitoneal lymph node metastasis biopsy at diagnosis (Oncomine™ Comprehensive Assay v3). bSIFT bioinformatic tool. cPer Polyphen bioinformatic tool. dPer PROVEAN
bioinformatic tool. ePre-rucaparib plasma sample (FoundationOne Liquid CDx Assay). AF, allelic fraction.
B

A

FIGURE 1 | (A) The clinical course of the patient and (B) the PSA and tumor measurements. *Two measurable liver lesions. BID, twice daily; PSA, prostate-specific
antigen; Q3M, every 3 months; Q3W, every 3 weeks; QD, once daily.
2022 | Volume 12 | Article 951348
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including homozygous deletions. The FoundationOne Liquid
CDx assay detected the same alterations as the Oncomine
analysis of the archival tissue biopsy but also revealed the
presence of a BRCA2 homozygous loss (whole gene, 26 of 26
exons) and several other alterations of unknown functional
impact in a plasma sample with 28% tumor content (Table 1).

The patient started at the recommended dose of rucaparib,
600 mg twice daily, but the dose was reduced to 500 mg twice
daily due to nausea/fatigue, with the patient ultimately receiving
rucaparib for 32 weeks (Figure 1A). At enrollment into
TRITON2, the patient had >21 bone-associated lesions and
multiple liver lesions. Treatment with rucaparib resulted in a
confirmed partial response per modified Response Evaluation
Criteria In Solid Tumors, version 1.1 (51% decrease in liver
metastasis target lesion diameters; Figure 1B) lasting 13 weeks,
ongoing as of the last radiographic assessment before subsequent
anti-cancer therapy, resulting in a rPFS of 29 weeks, with no
confirmed progression in bone. The patient also had a confirmed
PSA response (maximum decrease, 95%; Figure 1B) lasting
28 weeks from the first dose of rucaparib. The patient
discontinued rucaparib treatment due to clinical disease
progression after 32 weeks on study and subsequently received
palliative radiotherapy due to painful bone lesions.

Following discontinuation from the rucaparib treatment, the
patient received carboplatin and cabazitaxel for 2 cycles
(intravenous infusion) until subsequent scans indicated
progressive disease in nontarget liver lesions two months later.
The patient discontinued carboplatin/cabazitaxel and did
not receive any further anticancer therapies. The patient died
≈23 months after initial diagnosis due to progression of
his disease.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Here we have reported on a patient with BRCA-mutated mCRPC
who had a response to treatment with the PARP inhibitor
rucaparib, remaining on rucaparib treatment for >2 times
longer than each of the other therapies he received. We
hypothesize the response of the patient’s tumor to rucaparib
was likely driven by DDR deficiency caused by homozygous loss
of all BRCA2 exons. Notably, tissue NGS was conducted on an
archival tumor sample obtained at the time of initial diagnosis,
while plasma NGS was conducted on samples obtained prior to
rucaparib treatment (43 weeks after diagnosis). The tissue
contained a BRCA1 missense alteration with a computationally
inferred deleterious effect, while the patient’s plasma yielded a
homozygous whole-gene BRCA2 deletion in addition to the
BRCA1 alteration.

This result demonstrates the challenges of selecting the
“right” sample and assay type as well as the right time for
molecular profiling. Since both Oncomine and FoundationOne
Liquid CDx assays are capable of detecting all alteration types
(19, 20), a possible explanation for the discordance is temporal
and/or spatial heterogeneity between tumor deposits. For
example, the retroperitoneal lymph node (which did not meet
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 4
size criteria for tracking as a malignant lesion, after biopsy) may
not have contained the BRCA2 homozygous loss (yet), whereas
the metastases, such as those in the liver (which did respond) and
bone, may have contained this alteration. This highlights the
ability of plasma testing to overcome the limitation of sampling a
single lesion because plasma may contain DNA from both
primary and metastatic lesions (15), provided that sufficient
tumor content is present in the plasma, which may not be the
case for patients with low tumor burden or who are responding
to a therapy. Alternatively, it is possible that the BRCA2
homozygous loss was acquired subsequent to the initial lymph
node biopsy after docetaxel and abiraterone treatment. Somatic
BRCA alterations that arise during the course of disease
progression and/or treatment have been shown to make up
half of all BRCA alterations in mCRPC (21), among them
homozygous BRCA loss, which accounts for roughly 20% of all
BRCA alterations in mCRPC (22). Therefore, another advantage
of plasma testing is its ability to query the current genomic
landscape rather than that of an earlier disease stage when tissue
biopsies are typically performed.

In a recent analysis, >90% of patients with mCRPC had
detectable circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) (23), and the
frequency of alterations detected in ctDNA was similar to that
reported in studies of tissue biopsies (21, 24, 25). Further, the
high concordance (75–90%) between matched plasma and tissue
pairs in analyses from TRITON2 (26) and the phase 3 PROfound
study of olaparib (27) highlights the utility of plasma testing in
detecting alterations in genes of interest, such as BRCA1 and
BRCA2. However, it is interesting to note cases such as the
current patient, where discordant results have identified
additional actionable gene alterations. Importantly, the
objective and PSA response rates following rucaparib
treatment were similar in TRITON2 patients with mCRPC
who had BRCA alterations detected by tissue or by plasma (26).

In general, genomic analysis of cfDNA purified from blood
can be a practical alternative to tumor tissue testing for patients
with mCRPC (28, 29). Patients with mCRPC rarely undergo
routine biopsy sampling, and archival biopsy tissue collected
from a single site at diagnosis may be less representative of the
metastatic disease state (30, 31). As mCRPC largely targets the
bones, many patients lack accessible soft tissue lesions for a
contemporaneous biopsy (14). However, cfDNA can be obtained
from patients through a minimally invasive blood draw to
evaluate the contemporaneous genomic tumor landscape. An
important concern in plasma testing is potential false-positive
results from the cfDNA assay due to technical or biological
factors, such as low variant allele frequency and clonal
hematopoiesis of indeterminate potential (CHIP); therefore,
use of plasma assays may be complemented by sequencing of
tissue and/or matched nontumor samples (32–36). Technical
and analytical methods have been developed to address
difficulties such as low levels of tumor DNA (37) and detecting
certain types of genomic changes (eg, fusions, deletions, copy
number variations) (38, 39). Simultaneously, missing patients
who may be eligible for targeted treatment may be a real concern
when sequencing a single sample to obtain a genomic snapshot at
August 2022 | Volume 12 | Article 951348
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one specific timepoint. Testing multiple samples from a patient
over the course of his disease to capture the genomic topography
as it evolves may be advisable.

In summary, this case is an example highlighting several
advantages of plasma testing compared with tissue testing when
selecting targeted therapies for treatment of mCRPC. However,
in all cases, physicians will have to determine which tool presents
the best solution for any given patient’s clinical circumstances.
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